Comparative Analysis of Multi-agent Approaches for Planning Fuel Delivery of Petrol Stations
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Abstract. This work describes results of development of a intelligent petrol supplies planning system. Analysis of transportation problem was implemented. For solving the transportation problem of petrol station the network was suggested to integrate some methods and approaches (transportation algorithm, multi-agent approach, and simulation modeling). Comparative analysis of the multi-agent approaches for planning the fuel delivery of petrol stations was done. Supposed method of decision making for supplies scheduling problem and intelligent system are currently using on petrol stations network in the city of Ekaterinburg and Sverdlovsk Region.
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1 Introduction

Adequate mathematical models of most problems of the effective and optimal transportation planning can be presented as the corresponding problems of linear programming of the transport type, for the solution of which nowadays there are universal methods, first of all, the simplex method \cite{23-24} and its variants taking into account the specific nature of this type of tasks(various complicated and modified formulations of the transport task). But the linear methods do not allow one to take into account a number of requirements of the domain and, also, to solve the following tasks in dynamics.

1. Planning the vehicle loading with orders;
2. Reschedule the vehicle loading (in case of arrival of a new order);
3. Planning the vehicle route taking into account the delivery times of individual orders, accommodation of hotels, and gas stations;
4. Reschedule the vehicle route in the event of a new order;
These tasks require different methods of solution. The only way to solve the tasks of scheduling is the use of decision support systems (DSS) [27-28] based on the effective simulation and multi-agent models [25-26]. Such models allow one to "lose" various schemes of vehicle fleet management taking into account the current situation (urgency and volumes of cargo transportation, condition and dislocation of vehicles, fuel residues in vehicles, location of filling stations), analyze various variants of the development of events, and choose the most effective solution for a given instant.

2 Development of hybrid method of planning fuel delivery

The closest classical technique for planning the fuel transportation is the transport problem [1-2]. In the course of analysis of the applicability of the transport task, the following limitations of the subject area were revealed: 1) multiplicity of the cargo transportation volume should be multiple to the volume of the section; 2) the cargoes are not homogeneous, and each cargo (depending on the type of fuel) can be transported in one section of the tank truck; 3) sequence of the fuel draining is not taken into account (depending on the design features of the drainage devices, the order of discharge of the sections may differ); 4) there is no time component in the form of start and end times of flights, loading / unloading times; 5) there is no division into types of goods or their marking fuel types. (for example, 92, 95, 98, Diesel, 80); 6) presence of several sections in the fuel tank truck is not taken into account; 7) the physical limitations of gasoline tankers for filling stations are not taken into account; 8) there is no possibility to take into account preferences of the petrol tankers for filling stations; 9) the possibility of servicing close gas stations by a gasoline tanker per flight is not taken into account. These restrictions are proposed to be taken into account using the multi-agent approach. The following approaches and models of the multi-agent planning [3-4, 7, 15-17] were investigated: 1) multi-agent model of the process of resource transformation (MAPP) [5-6, 12, 18]; 2) network of needs-opportunities (PV network) [13-14], V.. Wittich, P.O. Skobelev, G.A. Rzhnevsky; 3) model of active and passive transducers (AMS) by Klebanov and I.M. Moskalev [19-20], as well as its change in the system of modeling of the socio-economic development; 4) the approach Borshcheva AV, Karpova Yu.G. implemented in the AnyLogic modeling system. There are various approaches used in construction of the multi-agent models. The most promising are the following: networks of needs-opportunities (PV network) and the multi-agent resource transformation processes. The purpose of this subsection is to determine their merits and drawbacks on the example of the problem of supplying fuel to network of filling stations. The technique PV-networks was developed by VA. Wittich and P.O. Skobelev. The software was implemented in the product MAGENTA. Currently, the MAGENTA system is not on the market and is not available for research. To build a PV network, any software product that uses the multi-agent interaction models based on the notion of an intelligent agent is sufficient. Therefore, the
model on the PV network, as well as, the model of the MPPP, is implemented in the BPsim.MAS. To solve the problem of the delivery planning, a hybrid method was developed based on the integration of the transport problem, the theory of scheduling, the apparatus of simulation, expert modeling and the multi-agent systems (MAPP). The method consists of the following steps.

1. Calculation (determination) of the fuel needs at the filling stations of the multiple capacity of the minimum gasoline tank truck. The forecast of requirements for the remaining capacities of the filling stations, in which for the second half of the shift the demand, which is a multiple of the capacity of the minimum gasoline tank truck, can enter in;

2. The solution of the transport task with regard to planning the deliveries from oil depots to the gas stations (without linkage of the gasoline tankers);

3. Processing the supporting solution from the transport task 1: All the needs are ranked (the most urgent needs are identified what we carry earlier, and what is later) according to the priority. The definition for each order (supply requirements) of the supplier (warehouse / logistics center to the tank depot) and the route of delivery;

4. Processing the supporting solution from the transport task 2: Creation of flights (transportation plan). Assigning for each order a vehicle and determining the time of execution (the times of the beginning and end of the voyage). At this stage, an intelligent scheduling agent is used with a frame knowledge base that takes into account the statistics of the fuel sales from the gas station, the physical limitations of gas stations, the gasoline tankers (by their compatibility and service capabilities), and, also, the preferences for use;

5. Verification of the logistics plan by the logistics specialist / dispatcher;

6. Verification and adjustment of the export plan on the multi-agent simulation model of the resource conversion process;

7. Implementation of the plan;

8. In the conditions of external influences leading to dispatching situations, the expert’s plan for the dispatch is being adjusted by the expert (dispatcher). The main criterion for the success of solving this task is to ensure the uninterrupted operation of the network of filling stations;

### 3 Network of Gas Stations

Consider the operation of the gas stations network. In this software, there are five filling stations, a parking lot with three gasoline tankers, and an oil depot. Each gas station contains a set of columns with a certain type of fuel:

1. at the gas station 1, AZS2 and AZS4 there are columns with the fuel AI-92, AI-95 and diesel fuel (DT);

2. at the filling stations and A5S there are columns with the fuel AI-92 and AI-95;
3.1 Comparative analysis of multi-agent approaches: MAPP and PV networks

The main difference between these models is the following: in the MAPP model, the dispatch agent solves the planning task (which application to which gasoline truck to fix), the principle of centralized control is implemented. In the PV network, the decision-making process is implemented in the process of matching, which occurs between the gasoline tank carriers and agent-applications. In the process of communication (negotiation) of the agents needs and opportunities, the following task is solved: who and what application will consolidate itself, that is, there is decentralized management (taking into account the implementation in SIM, the number of communications in the current clock cycle does not overlap, and they end in solving all situations initiated by the match procedure). In the case of the PV network, communication and the matchings procedure give a negative effect of the "nervousness" of the system. As the practice of using MAGENTA technology (PV network) for taxi services and freight companies has shown, the procedure for the real-time matching does not have the best effect on the drivers of the gasoline tankers (it has the effect of nervousness). But, on the other hand, communications and the procedure of matching can bring a rational solution closer. This is due to the possibility of a permanent review of the plan in order to find more advantageous combinations. For the network model, the gas station is a refusal of already fixed orders by the gasoline tanker and the taking of other applications. In the case of the MAPP approach, the time spent on a particular model run is significantly less than in the case of the model.
built on the PV network. The model of the MPRP with the function of the best
distribution of requests for gasoline tank trucks copes as follows: it analyzes after
what amount of time the application will appear and with which this or that
fuel carrier will have the least penalty. If this time is not so great, the dispatcher
sets the waiting status of this application with a gasoline tanker, if not, then
he gives the most appropriate application to the gas tank truck. When creating
a PV network, it is necessary to implement in a large number similar (but not
identical) rules of the agent-opportunities and agents-needs (first of all) that
are necessary for making contracts between the latter. Note that this affects the
performance of the analyst who develops the model. Another drawback of the PV
network models is that the system resources are expensive to determine in the
order the agent-opportunity will communicate with the agent-need; in the case
of communication it does not happen with everyone. If the communication takes
place each with each, then in this case significant system resources of computer
facilities will be involved. In the MDPP model, the costs of computing resources
during the run are much less. Thus, the application of the MAPP approach in
production and logistics models has a number of advantages, as listed above, in
comparison with applying the demand-opportunity network approach.

4 Program realization of hybrid method of planning of
delivery of fuel

Based on the hybrid decision-making method for the fuel distribution planning
through the filling station network, the decision support system (DSS) was devel-
oped as a result of integration of the "Planner", BPsim.MAS (multi-agent mod-
eling system), and the, BPsim.DSS (frame intelligent system) systems [21-22].
This DSS is problem-oriented and supports manual, automated and automatic
updating of the plan for export by the expert (dispatcher). The architecture of
the MAPP agent is based on the hybrid architecture of the InteRRaP [8] and is
shown in Fig. 2.

4.1 Application of frame approach in the program agent
"SCHEDULER"

An example of a solution search chart for the sub-task manager for distribution
of the requests-needs from the gas stations in the gasoline tank trucks in the
visual designer of the logical output engine BPsim.DSS for the Scheduler agent
(Fig. 3).

The visual interface of the manager of the agent Scheduler is shown in Fig.4

The use of the frame output engine and the visual interface of the dispatcher
allows one to flexibly resolve the situations associated with dispatching. The
dispatching situations that require minimal plan adjustments are handled by the
decision maker using the visual interface. In the cases of significant adjustment
Fig. 2. Architecture of the MAPP agent.

Fig. 3. Chart of the search tree of decisions Planning of a delivery of fuel. Distribution of requests on fuel trucks
of the plan or complete rebuilding, the script of the inference engine is used. The results of computational experiments of the simulation model are compared with the actual data of the transfer. The results showed the convergence in part of the flights and the volume of fuel transportation. The results of the analysis prove that the method implemented in the DSS shows a greedy strategy for the number of flights and the volume of traffic (on 13 percent higher in average).

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose the hybrid method for solving the problem of planning the transportation of fuel through a network of the gasoline stations. The method was developed as a result of integration of the transport task and the multi-agent simulation model of the process of resource conversion. The method is implemented in software as the decision support system as a result of integration of the Scheduler and BPsim systems. If communication takes place each with each, then in case of model on the PV networks, significant system resources of computer facilities will be involved. In the MDPP model, the costs of computing resources during the run are much less. Thus, the application of the MAPP approach in production and logistics models has a number of advantages, as listed above, in comparison with applying the demand-opportunity network approach. Approbation of the method and DSS took place in the current network of the gas stations in the Sverdlovsk Region. When solving the task of planning the delivery, the task of integrating the DSS with the corporate system of the enterprise was solved. This now makes it possible to classify the BPsim as an
open modeling system and makes it possible to apply it to real-time control tasks.
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